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ABSTRACT
The term Gene Pharming is a technology to modify the DNA of animals or plants, this modified
gene is called as transgene and this transgene is very useful to produce proteins of medicinal
value. This article includes new technologies of genetic engineering, which help in producing
various proteins for pharmaceutical use. The transgenic animal spider and goat are used to
produce a type of protein from spider silk in goat milk, which can replace synthetic fibers.
Surgical threads, bandages and even artificial ligament can also be made by the help of these
spider silk fibers. Spider goat are the goats which consist of spider genes and they lactate silk of
spiders in their milk. Adam Rutherford modified the goat genetically in a farm which is located
at the Utah State University and those goats produce ample amount of silk of spider in their milk,
it constitute as one of the strongest substances which are known to man.
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INTRODUCTION
Pharming- Well by this word, you might be

inexpensively.

thinking of cyber-attacks but, let me tell you

producing transgenic animals was suggested

this is not another word which is misspelled.

20years ago,[3] the milk and blood of

The result of pharming is recombinant

transgenic animals are very good source of

proteins. Commonly recombinant DNA is

pharmaceuticals. It is a very slow process

produced in bioreactors by taking the help of

but it is in progress to improvise the

bacteria or yeast. But in this technology,

effectiveness and efficiency of genetic

production

DNA’s

pharming. Some reports estimate that only

requirement is not an expensive technology

10% of recombinant proteins can be

and at reduced cost they meet all the

produced by the help of transgenic animals.

demands of large production capacity. The

[4] Pharming can also produce individual

first

genetically

organs such as heart, liver, and kidney.

modified to produce human proteins is

Therefore the research is going underway

sheep. The proteins are secreted in milk of

into pharming pigs, by producing organs. So

sheep here; cloning helps to produces much

that, those organs are going to help and will

more valuable proteins.[1] Gene Pharming:

be used in transplant operation. [5]

of

organism

recombinant

which

was

It is a technology which is used to modify
the DNA of animal or plant called as

Whereas

the

idea

of

WHAT IS THE CHALLENGE

transgene. Thereby this transgene helps to

It is difficult to put efforts on producing

produce proteins of medicinal value. [2] For

recombinant spider silk by biotechnological

pharmaceutical proteins it is a well-

techniques because: Spiders are not able to

established system. The gene pharming in

be farmed like silk worms as per the need;

plants has already got success in producing

the reason is they come in category of

different types of technical proteins. The

cannibals and so they eat each other. And,

recombinant

from

the silk produced by spiders are very fine

approaching

zand also with the help of 400 spiders only

commercial levels. So, imagining the world

1sq. yard of cloth can be produced. Recently

where any type of protein could be safely

Nexia Biotechnologies Inc. in Montreal

produced

Canada inserted silk gene in the goats to get

production

protein
plants

in

derived
are

unlimited

quantities,
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recombinant spider silk proteins in those

recombinant DNA silk, it is to be gathered

goats’ milk. They can be also, plants

and checked by taking the help

(tobacco), cloned in yeast (for Pichia

chromatographic methods in order to obtain

Pastoris), bacteria (E.coli) insects (for e.g.

the pure recombinant silk Proteins. The

silkworm larvae). [6] One of the trade mark

refined proteins of silk have to be dried,

is Bio Steel for very good quality fiber-

broken up utilizing solvents and converted

based material which is made up of the

into microfibers by taking the help from

spider silk protein, removed from the goat’s

wet-turning fiber creation strategies.

drain, consisting of transgene which was
successfully

obtained

from

the

Nexia

Biotechnologies, and after that it was
obtained by the Randy Lewis lab of the
University of Wyoming and Utah State
University. The spider silk is 8-10 times as
stronger as steel if it is compared with the
steel of the same weight. It can extend to 20
times to real size of it. It likewise has high
protection from extraordinary temperature,
without losing any of its properties.[7]

of

The filaments which are stunned are
accounted for having scope of 2 - 3
grams/denier and stretching scope of 2644%. The "biopolymers of Bio Steel" will be
changed

into

nanofibers

and

also

in

nanometers by the electrospinnin technique.
[10] Nexia depicts as main organization
which helps effectively to deliver strands
from silk of spider into the goat’s milk. The
Lewis

lab

delivered

filaments

from

transgene creepy crawly protein of silk and

The organization made many goats which

engineered silk proteins and hereditary

helps to deliver recombinant species of the

delusions

Major ampullatespecie spidroin I or of the

recombinant E. coli and the drain of goats

dragline I (for its prevalent versatility,

consisting recombinant silk, be that as it

adaptability and also quality) by taking the

may, nobody has possessed the capacity to

help of Nephila clavipes, the brilliant circle

create the silk in business amounts up to this

weaver) or Major ampullatespidroin 2 or

point.

dragline

2

which

is

obtained

from

Nephilaclavipes itself, by producing its
proteins in their milk.[8][9] When goats
starts lactating out the milk, having the

created

in

two

of

them

The organization was established in 1993.
Its founder was Paul Ballard and Dr. Jeffrey
Turner, and after that in the year of 2005it
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got sold to the Pharmathene. Two trans

solution

genetically goats were created and sold,

dragline silk. They observed that protein

which was took by Canada Agriculture

solution is assembled in nanofibers in a

Museum in 2009 after the bankrupt of Nexia

stack pattern producing a Nano crystal with

Biotechnologies.[11]

amorphous. And then a physicist, Carl

Till

now

research

is

preceded

with

assistance of Randy Lewis, a teacher some
time ago, at the University of Wyoming and
now it is at Utah State University. There are
currently around 30 insect goats at a college
run farm.[10]

synthesized

from

Michal analyzed orientation of different
amino acids in the silk of Dragline by using
NMR technique.[14] Spider’s silk contains
complex microstructures and outstanding
mechanical strength.[15] The recombinant
silk of spider gives a relationship between
properties with

their

proteins. [16] They contain biopolymers of

Spider silk have extraordinary mechanical
properties. Its fibers are made up of a
protein based material produced under mid
conditions. This article will give uses of silk
materials

was

their mechanical

EXPLANATION

based

which

in

the

field

protein. For e.g. Spider Aranae’s silk is
constructed with the help of many types of
protein

designs

and

their

microstructures.[17]

of

The most unexceptional property of spider

biomedicine.[12] In 1980s, by taking the

silk is that it is as strong as steel as and finer

help of recombinant bacteria, human insulin

than human hair. [18]And the Dragline silk

was obtained by the help of bacteria E.coli,

is meant to be very tough biopolymer on the

which is now used by all patients having

Earth because of outstanding combination of

diabetes.[13] Dragline silk is the most

its elasticity and strength. [19] It has great

important variety of spider’s silk; their

uses in biomedicine, biotechnology and

mechanical properties have been analyzed

transplant

whereas Madagascar has been discovered.

originates from their proteins nature,[21] but

They spin single thread with the length of

the spider silk consist of very low density.

about 25cm. The University of California,

[22] Unfortunately, large amount of silk

Santa Barbara team used AFM i.e. Atomic

cannot be obtained from spiders easily, so

Force Microscopy. They analyzed protein

other than animals, the recombinant silk is

operation.[20]Their

strength
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produced by taking the help of transgenic

solubilize after formation of silk fibers

potato and tobacco plants. [23] Dragline silk

whereas recombinant silk have regular

and egg case silk have composition of amino

sequence and can be easily purified and

acid similar to silk which is produced by orb

solubilize. [28]

weaving spiders.[24]

APPLICATIONS

Different categories of silks can also be
produced by the spiders. They all are of
different

types

according

to

their

composition of amino acids. [25] And that is
why it is a challenge to put efforts on
producing

recombinant

biotechnological

silk

techniques.

by
[26]

Genetically modified spider goats produce
milk having spider silk in it. [27] The
dragline silk have high elasticity and tensile
strength. This combination makes dragline
silk mechanically very powerful as it is 5
times stronger than any other silk of spider.
It consists of matrix which is filled with

They have range from adhesives, cocoons to
orb web construction. [29] Spider silk
supports the adhesion and also the growth of
bladder cells. Bladder reconstruction by the
help of synthetic and natural material is a
challenge because of mechanical failure type
of adverse effect. Spider silk have slow
degradation rate so it helps in growth of
multipotent bladder cells. [30] Films, hydro
gels,

microspheres,

nanospheres,

microcapsules, fibers and foams can also be
made and produced by recombinant spider
silk.

nano-crystal like particles, but till yet their

At low pH, the spider silk are polymerized

exact structure is not determined. By the

and they form hydro gels, whereas at two

help of X-ray diffraction, it has been seen

immiscible phases the silk film forms

that

with

microcapsules. Spheres are formed by

whereas

addition of the phosphate ions, then the

nano-crystals

polypeptide

chains

are

oriented

paralleled

This

salting out of silk protein takes place by

organization gives silk unique mechanical

forming micro and nano spheres.[31] Spider

property.

silk

alanine

residues

perpendicularly.

Dragline silk have less advantage because its
proteins are quite large and hard to

is

very

biocompatible

and

also

biodegradable, therefore it is very helpful in
pharmacy such as it is helpful in tissue
engineering as well as in drug delivery
1056
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systems. [32] Various biomaterials can also

they are reproducible, and they can be easily

be produced and made by the help of spider

maintained. The recombinant proteins are

silk. [19] Biotechnological techniques are

produced mammalians milk as it offers

there which provides industrial application

flexible

of silk proteins. [16] It can also be converted

Union

to make solid fiber from spider silk protein

organisms as they are the genetically

which results in forming protein based

modified

material

microorganisms and plants. Their genetic

in

Recombinant

medical
spider

sciences.
silk

[33]

AvMaSp-R

contains 240 amino acids and it was injected
in insect cell infected by baculo virus.

production.[33]
state

The

transgenesis

organism,

for

European

process

e.g.

of

animals,

properties are modified artificially.
In practice this means to insert or delete the
information present in nucleus’s DNA of

The recombinant spider silk do not activate

single cell. And then they are then getting

the macrophages and therefore it provides a

multiplied for forming a proper organism

non-inflammatory response which shows

which will be named as genetically modified

that it can also be applied for biomedical

organisms. To develop a transgene, there

applications. [34] Hydro gels can be made

are various techniques such as DNA

up of poly anions proteins made up of

microinjection, injection of sperm intra

recombinant spider silk. [35] It is used in

cytoplasmic, retroviral vectors and nuclear

implant coatings, wound dressing devices

transfer of somatic cell. When the goal is to

and also in making surgical threads. [36]

produce proteins, then the DNA coding is

Silk proteins of 7 different types are known

encoded into the target/host genome.

of orb weaver species of spiders. [36] Each
of them differs in their physical properties,
the protein sequence and their functions.
[19]
HOW IT IS DONE
Animals are more appreciated bioreactors
than the recombinant cell cultures because
they consist of great metabolic pathways,

To accomplish this expression, the transgene
should consist of a promoter, insulator
introns enhancers, and terminator. The
important use of protein expression in the
animals

is

getting

the

yield

of

pharmaceutically important proteins. By
using, the promoters from genes, in the milk
protein the biopharmaceuticals can be easily
1057
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obtained.[30] Proteins derived from spider

2) Construct Specific methods- It targets on

silk proteins i.e., silk fibroin showed

three or many other genetic elements in

outstanding biocompatibility, customized

a transgene. These methods can detect

properties and very easy processing.[39]the

absence or presence of events but it does

protein sequence of spider silk protein which

not distinguish between different events.

are engineered was obtained from naturally

3) Event Specific methods- It targets the

occurring spider silk protein ADF4, which

host transgene DNA junction. These

was produced by Araneusdiadematus’

methods are accurately and highly

European garden’s spider, to use it as
dragline silk fiber.[32] In addition of new
character, the introduction of the genetic
material can be used as to silence the genes.
It is done by the help of expressing synthetic
oligonucleotides with the sequence of
mRNA of targeted gene. Due to this the
translation is prevented. It can also be done
by

expressing

intracellular

antibodies

against the target protein.[33] There are 3
methods which are based on DNA and thus
they are applicable for identification of
genetically modified organisms.
1) Screening methods- it targets on the
DNA sequences which are inserted in
genetically modified organisms for e.g.
promoters, terminators. It does not allow
to detect with accurate certainty that

specific and also they help in are
confirmation

genetically

modified

positive samples.[33]
DETAIL OVERVIEW
The recombinant silk protein’ molecular
weight ranges from 71 to 700.01 kDa which
depends on source. cDNA clones encodes
the two different dragline silks which are
then isolated and analysis is done by taking
the help of any two species of N.clavipesorb
web

weaving

spiders,

and

Araneusdiadematus.[34]
The extraordinary strength of the spider silk
is because of hydrophobic and hydrophilic
regions, also in combination with the chain
orientation achieved at the time of spinning
[34]

which genetically modified events are

To provide control self-alignment, the

present in sample.

author suggested that beta-sheet structures
of silk, sequence of spider silk was changed
1058
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with the poly alanine sequence [34] The R5

mechanically durable and they are prepared

peptide is derived from silaffin protein of

or processed under very aqueous conditions

the diatom Cylindrothecafusiformis, which

to retain bioactivity of the medicament

forms nanostructures that can be reproduced

which has to be delivered. Silks which can

and precipitation of silica by taking the help

be useful in addressing these requirements,

of silicic acid obtained from specie silaffins,

because of the properties and characters like

was added into the silk to generate nano

self-assembly,

composites for bone regeneration . For a

compatibility processing flexibility, and

new genetic delivery systems, ampiphilic

mechanical

block type of copolymers based on silk are

shows that the silk of spider is a lot

developed with poly(l-lysine) to give a good

biocompatible and also less inflammatory if

transfection efficiency through endocytosis

compared with the common biodegradable

which is integrin-mediated[35].

polymers for e.g. poly (lactide) [35]

These types of designs are used for the

The other important feature of silk is their

control of size for gene delivery, stability

processing ability into different material

and required in the needs for gene delivery.

format,

The recombinant based silk-like polymers

nanoparticles and nanofibers[36].

demonstrate it as very advanced highly
modified biomaterials with many types of
features from the composite material to the
gene delivery.

for

bio-degradability,

toughness.

e.g.

as

Various

films,

bio-

studies

hydrogels,

Uses of Recombinant Spider Silks in Drug
Delivery Systems
Recombinant proteins of spider silkThe proteins of recombinant dragline silk

Silk Proteins’ advantages As Biomaterials

which are obtained from the spider named

in Drug Delivery Systems

Araneusdiadematusare also useful to make

The delivery of certain molecules which are
biocompatible and also bioactive at the site
of action. Other than this such type of
delivery system can also be more helpful if
the product would be biodegradable, having
good biocompatibility, also in nature it is

microcapsules for the drug delivery by the
help of using its one of the property i.e. selfassembly for all the proteins at the time of
interface of emulsion. These capsules are
also estimated to be useful for encapsulate
the small active ingredients. Microspheres of
1059
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bioengineered types of spider silks, which
are derived from ADF4 from the A.
diadematus, can also be produce by other
methods for e.g., dialysis and micro mixing.
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